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A skipping rope is a skipping rope, isn't it? Yes, to most people. Unless you're jumping rope. Then you know. On the one hand, some strings are definitely better for speed work, while others have extra weight intended to work your muscles. Then there are factors like durability (will it shred if
I use it on cement just once?), gripping the handles, and if you hit the friction of the ball bearings. All of these things can affect your spin - and ultimately, make or break your workout. In other words, if you already know that one of these skipping ropes from the toy section of the pharmacy is
definitely not going to cut it, this guide is for you. Here are 13 solid picks that get the highest marks for CrossFit, boxing, weighted jumping, ropeless jumping, and more. Sharing on PinterestWe searched for ropes designed for easy, frictionless jumping. This meant options that would not
bend or tangle, fly out of the mid-spin grip, or, worse, fly out of your hand. The jump ropes on our list also had to hold up heavy use and be easy to adjust for different heights. Most quality fitness ropes range from $15 to $20. But you can certainly find budget choices for less, as well as some
more expensive options with additional features. $- less than $10$$$$10-$20$$$ -$21-$35$ - more than $35About ready to get your spin on? Here are the winners that are legitimate worth it. Best jump rope for beginnersXYLsports Jump RopeJust plunge your amorteils into the rope
jumping waters? This option is inexpensive, but still offers must-have features. The length is easy to adjust, the foam handles feel good in your hands, and the PVC rope fits well for use indoors. Cons: Since it is made from PVC, the rope might not last long if you use it on rough exterior
surfaces like concrete. Price: $$Buy XYLsports Jump Rope online. Ideal for serious jump ropersCrossRope Get Lean Weighted Jump SetIf you're ready for an investment, this legitimate rope is worth it. It comes with a lightweight and heavy rope (both super durable) for easier or more
intense workouts, and the ropes are a breeze to connect to elegant handles. You'll also have access to new workouts and a like-minded jumping community through the CrossRope app. Oh, and it's available in three sizes. Cons: It's on the expensive side. Price: $$Buy the CrossRope Lean
Weighted Jump Set online. Best skipping rope for CrossFitWOD Nation Speed Jump RopeDouble- and even triple-unders are not prob for this lightweight rope, which was designed with speed in mind. The adjustable coated steel cable is sturdy and won't get tangled, and it even comes with
a spare rope and replacement equipment. Cons: Some users find the handles to be a little small. Price: $$Buy WOD Nation Speed Jump Rope online. Best skipping rope for boxingSurvival and Cross JumpLight Ropeweight and twist-and tangle-free workouts, this coated cable rope offers
for speed work, crisscrossing, high high double-unders, and more. The length is easy to adjust, and the ultra-light rope is easy to take anywhere. Cons: Since the inside of the rope is cable, it hurts like a mother if you hurt time a jump. Price: $$Buy Survival and Cross Jump Rope online. Best
skipping rope for speed workEpitomie Fitness Sonic Boom M2 High-Speed Jump RopeSilicone non-slip handles and 360-degree ball bearings means you'll be able to spin this super fast polymer cable. Also amazing: Self-locking steel handles use patented screwless technology, so you'll
never have to worry about a screw coming off or falling just as you go. Cons: Some users find that the rope tends to fold more easily than others. Price: $$$Buy Epitomie Fitness Sonic Boom M2 High-Speed Jump Rope online. Best budget jump ropeDEGOL Jump RopeThe adjustable
coated steel rope is made for speed, and the foam handles are soft, sweat-resistant, and easy to grasp. If you're looking for a decent option for endurance workouts that cost less than lunch at the corner deli, that's it. Cons: As you might expect, it is not quite as durable as others on our list.
Price: $Buy the DEGOL skipping rope online. Best rope-free jump ropeBenvo Cordage without rope These weighted handles, which mimic the feel of a spinning rope, make it easy to jump in small or restricted spaces (and you'll never be whipped accidentally by the cord). The sponge
padded handles feel good in your hands, and you won't have to deal with bending or entanglement. Cons: Some users complain of a lack of durability. Price: $$Buy Benvo Weighted Ropeless Jump Rope online. Best Weighted Jump RopeAUTUWT Heavy Jump RopeThis polyester rope is
heavy and thick to give you a harder workout than a standard rope. It has a durable nylon sleeve to protect against friction from the floor, and the heat retracting ends are good for gripping. It's available in two thicknesses, depending on the amount of a challenge you're looking for. Cons:
Even with heating-shrinking ends, you will need to wear gloves to prevent your hands from getting blistered. Price: $$$Buy AUTUWT Heavy Jump Rope online. Best skipping rope for sweaty handsCHICHEN Adjustable Jump ropeSlick, slippery hands can kill your workout quickly. This rope
has optimal grip, thanks to ergonomic matte handles and vents to keep the air around it. Hands. The lightweight coated steel rope is fully adjustable, and the frictionless spinning makes it ideal for speed work. Cons: It might not win for long-term sustainability. Price: $Buy chick rope jumping
rope adjustable online. Best Adjustable Jump ropeFitness Factor Adjustable Jump rope with carry pouchThis you're 4-9 or 6-6, this sturdy but lightweight rope can be cut to your perfect fit. The ergonomic foam handles feel good in your hands, and the solid ball bearings hold the rope in
place even when you move quickly. Lla Lla Pocket is a nice addition for the price too. Cons: As with most other strings, you can only adjust the length once. Price: $$Buy Fitness Factor Adjustable Jump Rope with Carrying Pouch online. Best skipping rope with speed jump rope counternarrative digital with calorie counterThe handles of this rope have an LED interface to count your number of jumps and calories burned, making tracking your progress a breeze. You can even set an alarm to tell you when it's time to stop jumping so you don't have to worry about looking at
the clock. Cons: The handle is battery-powered, which could be annoying if the battery dies and you don't have extras on hand. Price: $$Buy the multifunction speed jump rope with online calorie counter. Best jump rope for kidsK-Roo Sports Rainbow Jump RopeThy is basically the same
segmented jump rope you used in the gym class, but in fun rainbow colors. The thin handles are easy to hold for small hands, but the 7-foot length means you might be able to jump in to show the tape how it's done. Cons: It is not designed for a serious fitness, obv. Price: $Buy K-Roo
Sports Rainbow Jump Rope online. Best bright jump ropeIBOSTOM Light Up Jump RopeBring this one at your outdoor gatherings this winter when it's dark at 4:30. Even if it's technically aimed at kids, the colorful LED lights are cheerful (and flashy!), and taking regular jump breaks will keep
you toasted even when it's frigid. Cons: None. You need that in your life. Price: $$Buy IBOSTOM Light Up Jump Rope online. Written by Tim Haft on September 8, 2014Contraire to popular belief, rope jumping is not just for professional boxers and young children in the schoolyard. Rope
jumping is an excellent choice for exercisers of all fitness levels who want to improve their cardiovascular conditioning, coordination, agility, speed, strength, balance, rhythm, timing and bone density. All you'll need is a good-sized jump rope, a suitable surface to jump (a flat and firm surface
with a little to give is the best; avoid grass, artificial turf, dirt and sand), and a guest. If you are new to rope jumping, keep these seven rules in mind:1. Keep your elbows close to your ribs. 2. Don't choke on the handles. 3. Let your ankles, knees and hips flex when you land. 4. Keep your
jumps low. 5. Hold your hands high-waisted. 6. Turn the rope mainly by turning Wrist. 7. Turn the rope first, jump second. Ready to try? This workout was created exclusively for Greatist by punk rope pros and can be scaled to challenge any level of fitness by increasing or decreasing volume
and/or speed. Need a rope recycling before jumping in? Punk Rope has covered you with excellent intructional materials! In addition, the video demos of each movement follow the training chart below. Warm-up1. Joint rotations: Do 10 repetitions each of shoulder rolls, torso twists, cross
ramps, and heel raises.2. heel.2. Jump: No need for rope; just jump and rotate your wrists as if he were holding a rope. Do 20 repetitions each of the following jumps: basic bounce, heel taps, scissors, and ski (how-to videos below). Cool-down1. Standing calf stretch, 30 seconds each leg 2.
Stretching the hamstrings standing, 30 seconds each leg 3. Hip flexor stretch, 30 seconds each leg 4. Stretching chest standing, 15 seconds 5. Stretch cat standing, 15 secondsMovement Demo Videos1. 50 Basic bounce jumps 2. 50 Scissors jumps 3. 50 Ski Jumps 4. 50 heel taps this
workout was created for Greatist by Tim Haft, founder of New York Punk Rope, the fitness class that would be created If Peter Pan and the Ramones Team. Tim is a certified personal trainer with the American Council on Exercise and a certified Level 1 usa track coach. field coach. Source:
iStock So many of us dread cardio days, but what we sometimes forget to consider is adding in other aerobic exercises in our workouts; this way, we don't always feel compelled to hit the ground running. An excellent alternative that not only builds endurance, but also blows fat while
stimulating muscle, is to jump roping. According to Brian Peeler, NASM-CPT and coach of Bravo's reality show Workout, jumping rope does more than just sculpt your calves. Yes, the main muscles you work are your calves, but you activate a lot more muscle than you think, Peeler tells
Muscle and Fitness. But you also use your shoulders, especially your back delts, as well as your abs, quads, hamstrings. Just about every muscle pulls during this exercise to keep your body stable. You may want to consider adding skipping rope in your favorite high-intensity interval
workout routines. HIIT are a great way to burn calories and get in shape while stimulating your muscles. By adding to a roping jump circuit, you'll burn even more calories. According to Muscle and Fitness, a moderate rhythm can burn up to about 16 calories per minute for a 200-pound man.
Simple mathematics shows that after only 30 minutes, you could burn a significant amount of calories. Plus, if you're on the road or in a link for space, skipping rope is a great way to burn calories on the road. With minimal equipment required, you really have no excuse not to start jumping
roping. So if you're looking forward to finding a new favorite workout routine in 2016, consider taking your favorite HIIT and spice it up a skipping rope circuit, or consider jumping rope during your rest period. We've put together some ideas that can help you get into the rhythm and allow you
to sub in and out of your favorite body weight exercises to mix and match some intense routines, which are sure to make you sweat while creating crazy muscle definition. 1. Full Body According to Greatist, this complete HIIT can be completed anywhere and is a great great to work up to a
sweat in a short period of time. By adding 100 intense jump repetitions roping at the end of each round, you will push your body this extra step, and add great cardio and strength in an already impressive routine. For this workout, complete as many subsequent exercise rounds as you can in
6 minutes, followed by a 2-minute rest period. Complete this total three times, for a full training time of 24 minutes. 10 burpees 20 squats 20 skater slots (10 per leg) 10 push ups 100 reps jumping roping 2. Lower body source: iStock You don't always have to load the bar to get a great
lower body workout. According to Men's Fitness, by playing with angles or doing leg exercises, you will be able to give your quads, hips and calves the stimulus to grow while enlisting hundreds of pounds of extra stress on your spine and joints. In addition, according to the site, You will also
get the added benefit of learning to control your body through space, increasing your mobility, and improving your coordination. For this workout complete all the exercises once through, followed by a rest of 30 seconds. Set your watch for 20 minutes, and see how many tricks you can
enter! 10 squat jumps 20 single leg hip increases (10 each leg) 20 alternate split squat jumps (10 each leg) 200 roping jump reps 3. Just skip roping This HIIT which consists of jumping roping, may not seem difficult, but believe us, you will need to catch your breath after. According to
Livestrong, it is very important to be fully warmed up before starting this HIIT. So start by jumping quietly or jogging for 5 minutes, followed by a dynamic stretching routine of the whole body. The interval part of your workout will be in a 1-2-1 minute training. 1 minute intense jump all-out
roping 2 minutes slower jump roping to catch his breath 1 minute intense jump all-out roping 2 minutes of slower jump roping to catch his breath 1 minute intense jump all-out roping 2 minutes slower jump roping to catch his breath 1 minute intense jump all-out-out roping Plus Health and
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